Genomics of drug resistance: moving ahead
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Drug resistance is an important clinical problem. Significant efforts have been made recently to improve understanding. Most recently, a Commission of the International League against Epilepsy has produced a document on the definition of drug resistance [1]. This is an important step forward. It must be recognised, however, that the definition of drug resistance may need to be adjusted according to the needs of a particular clinical or research question. Overall, about one in three patients who have epilepsy do not respond to currently available anti-epileptic drugs. Not only is this a significant burden on healthcare systems, but it is also associated with an increased risk of morbidity and premature mortality for patients, as well as a broad range of psycho-social consequences. One can estimate that in the United Kingdom alone, for example, the cost of the first failed anti-epileptic drug is of the order of £20 to £30 million per year. There are of course costs well beyond monetary values. Observational studies have demonstrated that some patients who have not responded to several anti-epileptic drugs in the past, and might therefore be expected to continue to have seizures despite trials of further anti-epileptic drugs [2], might in fact occasionally respond to a new anti-epileptic drug [3, 4].
Genomic investigation in drug-resistant epilepsy has a number of roles. Firstly, it may help us better understand the mechanisms of drug resistance. Secondly, it may allow prediction of the drug resistant state. This, however, is of limited use as we can offer little to most patients who might be predicted to have drug-resistant epilepsy, and unless such a prediction were absolutely certain, anti-epileptic drugs are still the most likely treatment option. It may also be that genomic investigation of drug resistance might identify the best available drug for an individual patient, and this certainly is an important short-term goal.

A broader philosophical question is whether the set of genomic variants that might contribute to drug resistance are equivalent to, or at least partly overlap, the set of genetic variants that confer genetic susceptibility to epilepsy and the genetic contribution to variation in drug response. In some cases, it appears as if the same variant might in fact influence disease susceptibility, drug response and drug resistance. The best example to date is Dravet’s Syndrome caused by mutations in the SCN1A gene [5]. Alternatively, it may be that separate non-overlapping sets of variants influence these three aspects of any epilepsy. It is likely that in any individual, multiple factors are operating, and different sets of factors may be active in different patients. Different genetic variants may contribute to these three different aspects of an epilepsy in an individual patient. The underlying belief motivating genomic studies of drug resistance is that rational therapy for pharmacoresistance will emerge from understanding causes of pharmacoresistance.

It is always important in clinical practice or research to be certain that patients who are considered to have drug-resistant epilepsy do truly demonstrate drug resistance. It is important to be clear that the resistance is not apparently, for example, due to non-compliance. When this has been clarified, one also needs to know whether drug resistance is to a single drug or multiple drugs, drugs that operate in different ways and have different pharmacokinetics. It is also important to appreciate that drug resistance may be a dynamic phenomenon. The patient who has been seizure-free for a year today, may have seizure recurrence tomorrow and then fail to be controlled despite the use of several anti-epileptic drugs over a period of years [6]. This phenomenon complicates any evaluation of drug resistance.

For some years, the transporter hypothesis has held considerable sway in the study of drug resistance [7]. The hypothesis when initially aired at least had biological plausibility. Immunohistochemical studies demonstrated the presence of multidrug transporters, at least at a low resolution, in human brain tissue from patients with drug-resistant epilepsy. Early studies suggested that the archetypal multidrug transporter, P-glycoprotein, was capable of transporting anti-epileptic drugs. The difficulty in evaluating the function of P-glycoprotein in human brain in vivo led to a search for alternative means of determining its function. This led to one of the first pharmacogenetic studies of drug resistance in epilepsy [8]. In this study, one particular polymorphism (C3435T) in the ABCB1 gene en-
coding P-glycoprotein was studied in a cohort of patients of mainly Western European origin, who had either drug-resistant or drug-sensitive epilepsy. At that stage, the CC genotype was known to be associated in Western European populations with an increased amount and activity of P-glycoprotein, at least as assessed in intestine. An association was identified between the CC genotype and the clinical phenotype of drug resistance.

However, the ensuing years have led to much uncertainty about the role for this particular polymorphism [9, 10]. A large number of attempted replications have been undertaken. Few of these have been true replications of the original finding. The one true replication of reasonable size did not replicate the original finding [11]. Most of the replication attempts have studied patients with different phenotypes, with different definitions for drug resistance or drug sensitivity. At a genetic level, the role for this particular variant in \( \text{ABCB1} \) is therefore still unclear, though it would seem that it is unlikely to have a major role in most patients with epilepsy.

Nevertheless, there is evidence that this polymorphism can influence P-glycoprotein activity or quantity. A study in human liver tissue suggests that there is allelic imbalance, and that the C-allele produces an mRNA that seems to be more stable [12]. Therefore even though this polymorphism is synonymous, it may still have an influence on P-glycoprotein. In addition other studies have shown that different polymorphisms in the \( \text{ABCB1} \) gene can influence P-glycoprotein activity at least in model systems in vitro, with an effect particularly noted for a stress on gene expression, possibly related to codon usage bias [13]. Therefore it may still be the case that the C3435T polymorphism does have an influence on P-glycoprotein activity and function, and therefore conceivably on drug resistance in epilepsy. An important idea emerging from these in vitro studies is that stress on gene expression is an important component of analysis. Therefore comparison of patients with new onset epilepsy with those with chronic epilepsy may not be appropriate. It also may not be appropriate to compare any patient with drug-resistant epilepsy with any patient with drug-sensitive epilepsy; it may be necessary to take detailed account of the drugs to which patients have been exposed, and on which they are being treated at the time of the study.

The transporter hypothesis for drug resistance in epilepsy therefore remains unproven. More information is needed before multidrug transporters can be accepted as having a role to play in drug resistance in epilepsy. A framework is required for the evaluation of the candidacy of any particular mechanism in drug resistance [7]. These have been suggested for multidrug transporters already.

For example, one might consider it necessary to demonstrate that multidrug transporters are located in the right position orientation and quantity in human epileptogenic brain tissue in comparison to normal tissue, that multidrug transporters should be able to transport anti-epileptic drugs of a variety of different types, and that inhibition of the activity of transporters should lead to an im-
provement in the control of drug-resistant epilepsy.

One key aspect of the transporter hypothesis implicit in its formulation but rarely considered explicitly, is that there should be more P-glycoprotein activity (total activity or activity per molecule) in the epileptogenic region in comparison to non-epileptogenic regions even within a single brain. This of course is difficult to test using surgically-resected brain tissue, as in general tissue is only resected from epileptogenic regions and the surrounding area. In the future, we could hope that in vivo imaging of multidrug transporter activity may help us address this question. Such studies are ongoing. An alternative approach is to study whole post-mortem brain from patients who had epilepsy and subsequently died. One could then compare patterns of expression of P-glycoprotein within the epileptogenic region compared with putatively non-epileptogenic regions, to see whether this implicit assumption of the transporter hypothesis can be upheld. Preliminary data suggests that this is indeed the case. Further studies are still required, for example to examine the polarity of activity of P-glycoprotein, to consider redundancy of functional activity between overlapping transporters, and to consider their relative contribution to drug resistance.

Whilst the transporter hypothesis to some at least has been seductive, it is important to note that there are other possible mechanisms to mediate drug resistance. One, for example, is to consider a more general breakdown of the blood-brain barrier beyond multidrug transporter activity alone. Some published evidence suggests that there is increased permeation of albumin, an epileptogenic molecule, into epileptogenic brain tissue and that this might contribute to epileptogenesis [14]. Other studies in model systems show an important role for leukocyte infiltration [15], again underlining the importance of the blood-brain barrier and its disruption in acute and chronic epilepsy.

Very elegant studies of an animal model of Dravet’s syndrome nicely demonstrate that there can be very cell-specific and spatially-restricted alteration in ion channel activity, that may be genetically mediated, that can lead to an imbalance between excitation and inhibition and contribute to epileptogenesis [16] as well as drug resistance. Whether such mechanisms apply to the Dravet’s syndrome in humans has yet to be proven, but the animal model data are consistent with observational studies in humans showing that certain antiepileptic drugs that further inhibit sodium channel activity, such as lamotrigine, can aggravate seizure activity in Dravet’s syndrome. This is an exciting area that promises to reveal much more about general processes of epileptogenesis in humans.

With the limited success to date of possible mechanisms of drug resistance in humans, it is now time to take a step back and consider a broader perspective on mechanisms. It is important to consider the biology of the epilepsy of anti-epileptic drugs and drug resistance.

The technology, methodology, and cohorts now exist to undertake large scale, broader perspective studies of drug resistance. In particular, genome-wide association studies of
drug response in epilepsy may well hold potential for improving our understanding of drug resistance. The technology and methodology of genome-wide association studies is now mature. There are a large number of studies that have been published both for disease susceptibility and normal human trait variation, such as height and weight. In comparison, there are still relatively few pharmacogenomic studies. The studies that have been undertaken underline the importance of clearly defining the phenotype, of accurate quality controlled genotyping, of the study of large, appropriately-chosen cohorts, and of careful analysis replication and follow-up. Whilst the processes are complex, time consuming, and expensive, they are certainly possible.

There are a number of large cohorts of patients with epilepsy that have been collected across the world. Many of these have been phenotyped in detail. Genome-wide association studies of drug response are underway. It is to be hoped that these studies will reveal possible mechanisms. In comparison to disease susceptibility studies, where genome-wide association studies have revealed a large “missing heritability” gap [17], it is to be hoped that the lack of evolutionary pressure that humans have been exposed to for man-made drugs will mean that variants of significant effect are still common in the population and therefore still detectable using genome-wide association strategies. These are exciting times in the genomic study of drug resistance.
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